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SONOMA COUNTY TEENS

Graduates’
Paths diverGe

Analysis finds rate of fatal
encounters nearly twice that
reported by police officials
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Headed to SRJC

Windsor High senior Celine Hogan, right, works with junior Naya Flores on a group presentation for their chemistry final last
week. After Saturday night’s graduation, Hogan is heading for Santa Rosa Junior College as she fine-tunes her college goals.

UNIVERSITIES, JC, CAREERS BECKON AS HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS MOVE ON
By JAMIE HANSEN
TH E P RE S S D E MO C RAT

C

eline Hogan remembers thinking when
she entered high school that the next four
years would crawl by. So last Wednesday, as
the Windsor High School senior was preparing to
graduate in just a few days, she felt surprised to
suddenly find herself at a major crossroads in her
young life.
“It went by really fast,” she marveled after school
that day. “It can be intimidating, everyone asking
you what you want to do. I’m still figuring that
out.”
The 17-year-old plans to enroll in Santa Rosa Junior College this summer or next fall. She says that
will allow her time to choose the right career path
while avoiding significant student loan debt.
Hogan is far from alone in weighing these sorts
of life-changing decisions.
About 4,600 teens across Sonoma County are facing similar choices as they receive their diplomas
over a two-week flurry of pomp and circumstance
before fanning out around the state, nation and
world to craft their futures.
Graduation season began last Sunday, when
TURN TO GRADUATES, PAGE A13
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EPA will put
bigger trucks
on a fuel diet
Joining the
military

El Molino High School senior Hugo Flores is planning on enlisting in the
Marines shortly after he graduates. Flores wants to become a police
officer and hopes his military experience will help him toward that goal.

Through years of hard
work, determination, former
quadriplegic regains mobility
By JOHN ROGERS
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Aaron Baker, a motocross racer who was paralyzed from the
neck down in a crash in 1999, walks on a treadmill at the
Center of Restorative Exercise in Los Angeles early this month.
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LOS ANGELES — The worst day
of Aaron Baker’s life wasn’t when
the then-20-year-old professional
motocross racer crashed his bike
one spring day in 1999, flew over
the handlebars and hit the ground
head-first, paralyzing him from the
neck down.
No, the worst day came a year
later when Baker’s physical therapy ended. That was when his therapists, marveling that he could ac-
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tually stand on his own again and
move his arms some, cautioned him
not to expect much more.
The chances of walking again, he
was told, were one in a million. He
eventually used that as a mantra —
when people say odds are a million
to one, ignore the million and focus
on the one — and has learned to
walk again. It began with learning
to do just one thing, beginning with
getting just a few muscles in an arm
to work and then moving on to another task.
“At first it was even one in a million that I would feed myself, so
walking seemed out of the question,” said Baker, who recently
completed a leg in the international Wings For Life run to raise

ANN ARBOR, Mich. — Inside
the National Vehicle and Fuel
Emissions Laboratory here, a
mammoth contraption, with
steel rollers, advanced electronics and exhaust tubes, is nearing
completion.
The project — an enormous
“truck treadmill” — is the new
centerpiece of the Environmental Protection Agency’s complex. One of the largest vehicle
testing centers in the world, the
truck lab will play a crucial role
in shaping and enforcing a major
new environmental mandate by
the Obama administration that
could dramatically transform
America’s trucking industry.
This week, the EPA is expected to propose regulations to cut
greenhouse gas emissions from
heavy-duty trucks, requiring
that their fuel economy increase up to 40 percent by 2027,
compared with levels in 2010,
according to people briefed on
the proposal. A tractor-trailer
now averages 5 to 6 miles to a
gallon of diesel. The new regu-
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Walking, running against the odds
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In an alley in Denver, police
gunned down a 17-year-old girl
joyriding in a stolen car. In the
backwoods of North Carolina,
police opened fire on a gun-wielding moonshiner. And in a highrise apartment in Birmingham,
Ala., police shot an elderly man
after his son asked them to make
sure he was
okay. Douglas
Harris, 77, answered the door
with a gun.
The three are
among at least
385 people shot
and killed by police nationwide Jim
during the first Bueermann
five months of
this year, more than two a day,
according to a Washington Post
analysis. That is more than twice
the rate of fatal killings tallied
by the FBI over the past decade,
a count that officials concede is
incomplete.
“These shootings are grossly
underreported,” said Jim Bueermann, a former police chief
and president of the Washington-based Police Foundation, a
nonprofit organization dedicated
to improving law enforcement.
“We are never going to reduce
the number of police shootings
if we don’t begin to accurately
track this information.”
A national debate is raging
about police use of deadly force,
especially against minorities. To
understand why and how often
these shootings occur, The Washington Post is compiling a database of every fatal shooting by
police in 2015, as well as of every
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